I AM LONG-LASTING.

FOR EVERYDAY HIGHWAY DRIVING
LONG LASTING COMFORT,
EVERYWHERE YOU GO.
The Geolandar H/T G056 is Yokohama’s highway terrain
tyre developed for drivers of four-wheel drives and SUVs
who spend limited time off-road and are looking for a
quiet, comfortable ride with long tread life.
The Geolandar H/T G056 features a multi combination
tyre compound, which includes Yokohama’s patented
Orange Oil Technology, designed to enhance wet traction,
provide better fuel efficiency and improve tread life by
up to 21%.*

4 Main Zigzag Grooves

Multiple Lug Grooves

Adaptive Shoulder
Blocks
3D Sipes

*In comparison to its predecessor, the Geolandar H/T-S G051.

Technical Features

Benefits

5 pitch variation

Reduces driving noise

4 main Zigzag
grooves

Improves traction and provides
excellent hydroplaning resistance.
It also offers deeper tread depth for
better wear performance

Multiple lug grooves

Generates high traction on
wet road surfaces

Adaptive
shoulder blocks

Reduces tread noise and promotes
even wear

3D sipes

Used within the tread block to support
each other and reduce deformation

Multi combination
compound

State-of-the-art compound engineered
with Orange Oil extends tread life while
providing outstanding traction

Orange Oil
Technology

Fuel efficiency, long lasting,
wet grip performance

ROAD HAZARD PROTECTION
The Yokohama Road Hazard Protection covers drivers from unexpected road hazard damage
both on and off the road. So if the tyres are damaged they’ll be repaired or replaced for free*.
*Some age and wear conditions apply.

What is Road Hazard Protection?

How does it work?

The Yokohama Road Hazard Protection covers

The certificate provides free puncture repair

drivers from unexpected road hazard damage

where there is at least 50% of the original

both on and off the road. This includes:

tread remaining and wear-based replacement

•

Staking

on non-repairable tyres as follows:

•

Impact Fractures

•

•

Cuts

original tread remaining Yokohama

•

Accidental Kerb Damage

will replace the tyre free of charge.
•

If the tyre has greater than 75% of the

If the tyre has less than 75% but greater

How much does it cost?

than 50% of the original tread remaining

The Yokohama Road Hazard Warranty

Yokohama will replace the tyre at a pro-

is offered FREE with the purchase

rata cost. The driver only has to pay for

of 2 or more Yokohama Geolandar

the tread already worn off the tyre as a

tyres from the following list:

percentage of the retail purchase price.

•

Geolandar SUV HT Eco (G055)

•

Geolandar HTS (G051)

•

Geolandar HT (G056)

•

Geolandar ATS (G012)

•

If there is less than 50% of the original tread
remaining the tyre will no longer be covered.

Where am I covered?
The Road Hazard Certificate gives
you Australia-wide protection
both on and off the road.

For more information please visit www.yokohama.com.au

